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How To Work Through This Pack

Training & Launching

This section consists of a separate Powerpoint (PPTX) deck, containing a 
comprehensive functional guide on operating VRA, and best practices for doing so. 

The presentation contains various placeholders for organization-specific 
customizations (anywhere you see the red customization lightbulb icon) which can 
be adapted to fit the organization’s procedures. The defaults provided cover most 
typical operational scenarios. It is recommended to work through the Preparation 
sessions to get the most out of the Training part. 

Advanced Topics in TVT(*)

Onboarding all users to VRA is merely the first step in an ongoing journey of 
transforming an organization into putting visual analysis at the core of their 
customer engagement strategy.

This section will briefly introduce several topics for you and your partner to work 
on further, according to your organization’s unique needs.

One such topic is the enrichment of existing DSSs with pointers about when VRA 
should be used as part of existing processes. This is meant to help users transform 
to visual work more effectively.

Ready? read on!

Who is this pack intended for?

This pack has been designed for managers in charge of onboarding 
and deploying new systems, starting with implementation 
preparations, through to training, rollout, adoption tracking all the 
way to full visual transformation in your organization.

This pack’s sections 

This pack includes everything you need for your organization’s basic 
induction to VRA and more:

Implementation Framework: High level review of a typical VRA 
implementation’s drivers and its recommended elements.

Preparations: This is a series of analytical steps, designed to ensure 
that your organization uses VRA optimally for maximum benefit in all 
relevant business scenarios. 

The preparations will allow you to customize a training presentation, 
which can become part of a wider rollout effort – all depending on the 
scale of such a rollout. 

Welcome, dear VRA customer!
We are excited and delighted to 
have you on board!

(*) Total Visual Transformation



Section 1
Implementation Framework
What this section includes:

✔ Intro – the value of preparing for implementation
✔ Schematic implementation timeline with key recommended activities
✔ Activities checklist



Preparation ChecklistImplementation Timeline

Implementation Framework: The Value in Preparing

Motivations for thorough preparations

✔ The visual opportunity will greatly differ across industry verticals

✔ Same-vertical clients might want to focus their visual efforts on different pain-points

✔ It’s essential to clearly identify the visual opportunities and direct agents and other experts accordingly

✔ When the change is KPI driven, it’s essential to decide what those are and how to use VRA to improve 
them 

✔ Changing agent habits should be recognized as a Change Management task

✔ Time is always limited, and therefore it’s essential to optimize the visual transformation’s support 
resources 

Value to be gained from thorough preparations

✔ Clear organizational messaging about visual transformation and alignment with business objectives

✔ Focused agents and experts who know what to do and how to do it optimally at every step of the way

✔ Optimal resourcing for supporting the VRA rollout

✔ Quickest time to market and business KPI impact

FACT
Fully integrated and 
optimized VRA increases 
value 7-fold

Session objective
Review implementation 
preparations motivations and 
resulting boost to business 
outcomes

Why Prepare



Preparations Training & 
Launching

Runtime

• Visual Support agents/experts 
training

• Management monitoring 
routine training

• Agent/expert certification

• VRA sessions start

• Management monitoring 
routine launched

• Acquire VRA licenses
• SF Admin: Associate VRA 

with the relevant 
Salesforce object(s) 

• Implementation 
preparations

• Training deck 
customizations

• Agent/expert Shadowing & 
Coaching

• Ongoing tracking & 
reporting

Objective: Provide a recommended timeline and sequence for the essential elements of a VRA implementation. 

The duration and extent of each phase depends (amongst other factors) on the volume and geographical spread of the VRA users.

Preparation ChecklistImplementation TimelineWhy Prepare

Implementation Framework: The Value in Preparing



Implementation Framework: Preparations Checklist

Preparation ChecklistImplementation TimelineWhy Prepare

✔ Scoping the VRA use-cases (a.k.a when to use VRA, and to what effect)

✔ Scoping the training session’s VRA DEMO

✔ Collecting “Visual Trigger” imagery

✔ Review the training deck in full and ensure it is fully customized

✔ Decide how to certify your trained agents for VRA, so you know they’re ready 
to visually handle real customers

✔ Define your training plan and allocate resources to support it

✔ Plan your post-training “takeoff” phase and the resources to support it

FACT
Completing the checklist in 
full will ensure you’ve covered 
every VRA rollout element 

Session objective
Provide a list of tasks and 
references for the various 
preparation elements. Most 
steps contain specific 
customization instructions for 
the enclosed training deck.
The next slides will walk you 
through each of the checklist 
steps.



Section 2
Rollout Preparations
and Training
What this section includes:

✔ A series of mini-sessions designed to customize the enclosed training deck 
into a tailor-made session for any VRA user, in perfect alignment with your 
organization’s needs, objectives and ethos. 

✔ Guidance slides on internal deliverables that typically form essential parts of 
a successful rollout plan and effective change management program.



Training related PlanningExpert Certification

Rollout Preparations: Use-Cases Scoping

Visual Trigger ImageryDemo ScopingUse-case Scoping

✔ List relevant work/support flows and identify the “Visual Triggers”
(1) Relevant processes/flows are such that can cause significant OpEx impact (tech dispatch, product 
returns/swaps)  or involve significant customer business pain or prolonged conversations. 
(2) The Visual Trigger is the support process point when VRA must be launched by the expert. It will 
be the first occasion in the support flow when the answer to the following question is “YES”: Does 
the customer need to use their eyes in order to cooperate with the agent?

✔ Find the “Visual Trigger” for each scoped flow: The first point in the call where the customer will 
need to use their eyes to cooperate with the expert should have a VRA session launched.

✔ Find all other “Visual Steps”: Once the VRA session is active, the dialogue should remain “Show Me” 
based (i.e. visual) instead of asking the customer questions. This will minimize customer effort and 
engage them for longer.

✔ Finally, make the following customizations to the enclosed training deck: 

✔ Slide #22 (Use Cases and Call Types): Call Type, Visual Trigger, Key desired benefit/impact

✔ Slide #16 (Launching a VRA Session) by placing your own environment’s typical views

FACT
Launching VRA in a timely 
manner turns the dialogue 
visual and instantly starts 
improving the call efficiency 
and the business outcome!

Session objective
Identify all the process points 
where VRA should be 
launched or used.



Training related PlanningExpert CertificationVisual Trigger ImageryDemo ScopingUse-case Scoping

Rollout Preparations: Your VRA Training Demonstration Scoping

✔ A great VRA demo will 

✔ Resonate with most attendees

✔ Inspire the attendees

✔ Connect between the demonstrated feature, the real-life support scenario and the improved business 
outcome

✔ Plan for 90%-10% Time split between “Happy path” vs “exception handling”

✔ Take up to 10 minutes

✔ Selecting the VRA features for the demo

✔ Show the ease of the connection phase

✔ ALWAYS show image snap + 2-shape annotation + sending to the customer

✔ Demo Photo mode if high-res images are essential, or as low-bandwidth “video fallback” mode

✔ Demo SCAN if you’re scanning labels / Serial numbers / Mac Addresses

✔ Demo mobile-phone gallery image upload if the use-case involves customers pre-taking images (from outdoor 
scenes or areas without data signal )

✔ Finally: customize slide #13 – DEMO and leave only the features you intend to demo

FACT
A picture is better than a 
thousand words (and so is a 
great intro demo)!

Session objective
Identify the precise topics 
and features to include in the 
live VRA demo, which is an 
early part of the training 
session. This is your chance to 
WOW the training delegates 
and keep them engaged for 
the rest of the session!



Training related PlanningExpert CertificationVisual Trigger ImageryDemo ScopingUse-case Scoping

Rollout Preparations: Collecting Visual Triggers Imagery

✔ For each Visual Trigger identified: get a clear, most common device/scene image which describes 
the visual trigger. E.g. TV display, Remote control unit, Router, Coffee machine, Leaking tap, Boiler 
panel, Washing machine front panel, Ethernet/HDMI cable, phone wall-socket

✔ Finally: Customize slides #19 (Visual Triggers), #20 (Visual Keywords) by replacing the images and 
quoting the typical phrases likely to be heard from customers

FACT
Training delegates engage 
and develop strong 
associative memory when 
they are visually-familiar with 
their subject-matter!

Session objective
Assemble images of the 
objects and environments 
that show the Visual Triggers.



Training related PlanningExpert CertificationVisual Trigger ImageryDemo ScopingUse-case Scoping

Rollout Preparations: Certifying Experts in VRA

✔ Strategy: role-playing (with a VRA SME playing a customer and simulating different scenarios) is the 
optimal way to ensure agents are ready to support real customers.

✔ Tip: using the certification topic list as part of call-listening has proven to be an important tool for 
QA departments to use as part of the Change Management strategy.

✔ When to Certify: agent certification is ideally completed immediately after the training session, or 
latest – after agents have some real customer-facing experience with VRA, and within 2-3 weeks of 
training

✔ Method: ensure the certification session covers the certification topics (see below) and decide 
whether the agent passed each topic. It’s recommended that some topics should be considered 
“essential” for certification, as failing any of those is likely to render the VRA session ineffective. 

✔ Certification Topics: Launch upon Visual Trigger (essential), effective VRA introduction, handling 
customer objections, conducting an effective visual dialogue, symptom resolution visual verification, 
post-VRA session activities.

✔ VRA session timing essentials: time to connect should be under 30secs. Up to 1min is considered 
acceptable but longer than that might frustrate customers.

FACT
A well prepared VRA exert will 
be more committed and 
successful in using VRA and in 
making your organizational 
Visual Transformation a 
reality.

Session objective
Explain the approach to 
making sure your experts are 
ready to (visually) rock!



Training related PlanningExpert CertificationVisual Trigger ImageryDemo ScopingUse-case Scoping

Rollout Preparations: Training and Post-Rollout Plans

✔ Training support: it’s recommended that a VRA expert be part of every training session. The 
sessions are designed to be interactive and contain plenty of practice, and lots of questions should 
be expected.

✔ Post Training Support: It’s recommended that every team of VRA users have a designated 
“ambassador” or SME, who can serve as the focal point for early-day questions. Usually, one SME 
per 15 VRA users is reasonable.

✔ Adoption: The actual number of VRA sessions is derived from the usage policy and from agents’ 
confidence and proficiency. The more agents use VRA, the quicker it becomes second nature, 
increasing the efficiency of their visual dialogue, and achieving better business outcomes more 
quickly.

✔ Adoption Metrics Reporting: From the VRA Feb 2023 version several out-of-the-box adoption 
reports and a dashboard are available, to ensure that license allocation, user adoption and session 
volumes are traceable per rollout plan.

FACT
Well supported agents during 
and after training will feel the 
organization is committed to 
their success and will adopt 
VRA more quickly and for the 
long term.

Session objective
List the essential types of 
support during and post 
training, and the indicators to 
look for after training



Section 3
The Training Presentation

What this section includes:

✔ An enclosed training Powerpoint presentation, designed for trainers (not for immediate 
user consumption). It contains detailed instructions for effective training delivery 
(online or in person), and some placeholders that need to be customized to your specific 
VRA implementation needs (handled in the previous section).

✔ This training deck would have been customized by you if you worked through the 
preparations described earlier. All other customization options are clearly explained in 
the deck itself.



• Advanced Admin techniques to identify and configure VRA with 
Salesforce objects

• Advanced VRA configuration options
• Advanced use cases for existing VRA features
• Enriching your DSS and other knowledge systems with VRA triggers
• Ensuring every VRA opportunity is exploited 
• TVT: Exploring the entire customer journey for all VRA 

opportunities

Section 4
Advanced TVT Topics

What this section includes:

✔ A list of topics that will allow you to explore VRA to its 
full potential and optimize your VRA implementation 
with the help of your partner.

✔ Please contact your partner to find out more about 
any of the topics below and their potential value to 
your organization.



VRA Support
Support Contact Name
their_email@partner_comaind

Useful Contacts & Resources

Partner Engagement Manager
John Doe
John.Doe@partner_domain

mailto:pavelr@techsee.me


You should now be all 
ready to rock!

Congrats!
You’ve completed the 
VRA Onboarding pack!
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